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1. Introduction
Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) and Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) have newly developed a new ocean data assimilation and forecasting system: MOVE/MRI.COM-JPN (MOVE-JPN), which covers the seas
around Japan with a horizontal resolution of 2 km, as a system capable of monitoring and forecasting coastal phenomena, and started its actual operation in October 2020. The new system is expected to contribute to
ocean state information put on the JMA web site, and to be used to support maritime traffic, fisheries, oil spills, and other activities such as searching for ships and aircraft in distress.
 JMA plans to assimilate Sentinel-3A/B and HY-2B altimeter sea level anomaly (SLA) data in the MOVE–JPN, on top of assimilating Jason-3, SARAL and Cryosat-2 along-track SLA data from CMEMS. SLA is assimilated
after exclusion of two nonsteric components, namely the global ocean mass change and the sea level variations due to the barotropic response to atmospheric forcing.


2. Outline of MOVE/MRI.COM-JPN system
Model

MRI.COM (MRI Community Ocean Model; Tsujino et al., 2017, Sakamoto et al., 2019)
- Primitive equations with free surface
- z* vertical coordinates
- Domain(resolution) :
[Analysis]
G3-3DVAR: global (1◦longitude ×0.3 − 0.5◦latitude)
NPR-4DVAR: 99◦E − 75◦W, 15◦S − 63◦N (1/11◦longitude ×1/10◦latitude for seas around Japan, coarser elsewhere)
[Forecast]
GLB: global (1◦longitude ×0.3 − 0.5◦latitude)
NP: 99◦E − 75◦W, 15◦S − 63◦N (1/11◦longitude ×1/10◦latitude)
JPN: 117 − 160◦E, 20 − 52◦N (1/33◦longitude ×1/50◦latitude)
60 vertical levels from the surface to 6300m (GLB with bottom boundary layer)
- Atmospheric forcing :
[Analysis] 3-hourly data from the Japanese Reanalysis of Three-Quarters of a Century (JRA-3Q; Kobayashi et al., 2021)
[Forecast] daily data from Global Spectral Model (Ujiie et al., 2021) and control run of One-month Ensemble Prediction
System of JMA (Yamaguchi et al., 2022)

Fig.1. Model domain for MOVE-JPN.

Data Assimilation scheme
MOVE (Multivariate Ocean Variational Estimation system; Usui et al., 2015, Hirose et al., 2019)
- MOVE-4DVAR was developed as a natural extension of the operational system in JMA base Multivariate 3DVAR scheme with vertical
coupled Temperature-Salinity (T-S) EOF modal decomposition (Fujii et al., 2003). Amplitudes of the T-S EOF modes are employed as control
variables.
- Assimilation window is 10 days. An initialization scheme of Incremental Analysis Updates (IAU) technique is used to correct the model fields
with the analysis result. IAU period for forward model is set to 3 days.
Observation data (for operational system)
- In situ T, S profiles (by ship, buoy and ARGO float) via GTS and other communication systems (e-mail, postal mail and facsimile from
domestic organizations).
- Satellite altimetry data: Jason-3, SARAL and Cryosat-2 along-track SLA data from CMEMS, after adding them to the mean sea surface
dynamic height (SSDH) calculated from a preceding analysis using temperature and salinity observations alone.
- Sea surface temperature analysis (MGDSST: JMA-GHRSST product; Kurihara et al., 2006)

3. Product availability for ocean state information
- Analysis data on ocean currents and several layers of subsurface water temperatures from 2020 are
available on the NEAR-GOOS Regional Real Time Database for research users (Fig. 3, 4:
https://ds.data.jma.go.jp/gmd/goos/data/database.html).
・Region: the seas adjacent to Japan (113.5 – 163.5◦E, 16.75 – 56.25◦N, 1/11◦ X 1/10◦).
・Format: text (for data), gif (for map).
- The analysis and predicted data (temperature, salinity, sea surface height and velocity) are also
available for commercial users through the Japan Meteorological Business Support Center.

Fig. 2 Schematic of assimilation cycle for MOVE-4DVAR.

5. Impact of additional satellite altimeter SLA assimilation
JMA has a plan to introduce Sentinel-3A/B and HY-2B altimeter SLA data to the operational MOVE–JPN,
which is now using Jason-3, SARAL and Cryosat-2 SLA data. Adding satellites can complement the datasparse areas of observations (Fig. 6). To evaluate the impact of additional satellite altimeter assimilation,
two Observing System Experiments (OSE) are performed for the delayed mode analysis as listed below.
-

-

Fig. 3 Top page of NEAR-GOOS Regional Real Time Database. Fig. 4 Examples of NEAR-GOOS products. (Left: daily 100m temperatures.
Right: daily surface currents.)

Assimilated data (near-real-time along-track SLA data from CMEMS)
CNTL: Jason-3, SARAL, Cryosat-2
TEST: Jason-3, SARAL, Cryosat-2, Sentinel-3A/B, HY-2B
(Both Exp. use in situ temperature and salinity data, and MGDSST)
Calculation Period: 1 Jan. 2021 – 31 Dec. 2021

Results
- Figure. 7 shows RMSE of daily 100m-depth temperatures against in-situ observations. RMSE in TEST is
slightly better than that of CNTL around Japan area (Fig. 7a), especially summer (Fig. 7b).
- The impacts of additional satellite altimeter assimilation in summer can be seen not only on the
ocean surface, but also on the around 450m-depth (Fig. 7c).

4. Performance of the new system: MOVE-JPN

- Old operational system (MOVE/MRI.COM-WNP: horizontal resolution of about 10 km) was capable of
resolving medium-scale eddies in the seas around Japan and major ocean currents such as the
Kuroshio Current, but its horizontal resolution was too coarse to represent coastal bathymetry. The
new system (MOVE-JPN) covers the seas around Japan with a horizontal resolution of 2 km, as a
system capable of monitoring and forecasting such coastal phenomena.
- The strong ocean current, Kuroshio, flows south of Japan. Any change in its path can influence
economical shipping routes and fishing grounds. Figure 5 shows a SST and current analysis for south
of Japan. A new system well represent more detailed SST and currents in coastal areas.
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Fig. 6 Coverage map of satellite altimeter SLA at 21 Jul. 2022. (Left: Jason-3, SARAL and Cryosat-2. Right: adding
Sentinel-3A/B and HY-2B.)

Fig. 5 Comparison of the representation of the flows south of Japan at 29 May. 2020.
(a) SST observations derived from HIMAWARI-8. SST and 50m-depth current field analysis of (b) Old system and (c)
New system.
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Fig. 7
(a) RMSE difference of daily 100m-depth
temperatures against in-situ observations
between CNTL and TEST. Warmer (cooler) color
indicates RMSE of TEST is lower (larger) than
that of CNTL.
(b) Time series of RMSE for Japan (117-160◦E, 2050◦N; indicated by greed dot square in (a)).
(c) Vertical profile of RMSE for Japan in Jun. 2021.

